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Over the next few pages , FullCircle Sport's Thapelo Moloantoa examines the impact of this year's IPL and Confederations
Cup in terms of lessons learned ahead of the 2010 World Cup and assess the country's sponsorship and media markets.

THE IPL PROVED to be just the positive PR
boost that South Africa needed in the face of
the on-going criticism about its logistical and
administrative readiness to host the 2010 FIFA
World Cup.

Given only a month to organise the event,
South Africa emerged proud, having hosted the
event without major hitches. Revenues did not
disappoint with 22,000 hotel rooms and 10,000
domestic flights bookings made. Ticketing
and hospitality also came good, with 32,000
packages and 490,000 tickets purchased for the
Confederations Cup.

These positive signs seem to support FIFA's
assertion that the corporate world is keen to
get involved in next year's festivities in 'The
Rainbow Nation'.

FIFA says that the commercial hospitality
programme for the 2010 showpiece has already
hit a new record, with over $115 million worth of
sales already in the bag at the start of the year.

It looks too as if the locals have bought into
the experience of hosting events. According to
SPORT+MARKT, some 87 per cent of South

Africans stated that they were convinced their
country would be ready to host the competition.
The figure stood at 83 per cent before the
Confederations Cup.

This slight rise in optimism can be attributed
to the recent launch of various initiatives,
including the new transportation system, 'Rea
Vaya', which was launched in Johannesburg in
September and is expected to be rolled out to all
the host cities before the big kick-off.

On the marketing front, both events opened
up new avenues as each drew spectators from
'new' demographics. Cricket succeeded in
presenting itself as a family event for all groups,
moving away from the old perception of the
game being an old, white, boys club.

"There was a fantastic turnout of people
from different walks of life for all games," MSC
Sport's Neil Jankelowitz said. "And this despite
the fact that many of the teams contained few
local players and the matches were played in our
winter months."

The Confederations Cup was backed by a
marketing drive that succeeded in bringing

in much larger numbers of people from the
traditional football market.

The challenge for the country's most popular
sporting code is to come, up with sustainable
systems that will ensure that this legacy is
sustained post-World Cup (see page 76). Some
of the matches were, however poorly attended
- a serious lesson that must be addressed going
forward towards next year's big show.

One possible solution is for the local
organising committee to engage with the
foreign missions of those countries that
have already qualified to engage with ex-pat
communities around the venues of their first
round matches to draw some support when the
hosts are not playing.

On the corporate level, McDonald's and Coca-
Cola scored big with very effective campaigns
that reached out and appealed to a large parts
of the consumer market. Local hero Teko
Modise, the 'David Beckham of SA', fronted
the McDonald's campaign whilst the soft drink
company enabled fans to win personally-signed
jerseys from the likes of Maradona, Zidane et al.



THE BIGGEST ROADSHOW
South Africa's sponsorship market looks healthy in the lead-in to next year's football extravaganza.

SOUTH AFRICANS are well known for their
passion for sport, and this, coupled with the
imminent arrival of the world's football family,
is clearly the drive behind a tremendous growth
in its sponsorship market.

The value of the South African sport
sponsorship market increased dramatically in
2008, hitting the R3,503 million ($4741m) mark,
according to Megapro, the Johannesburg-based
sport marketing firm.

Unsurprisingly, football has proven to be the
biggest area of activity. One company that has
taken full advantage of the World Cup marketing
opportunities is none other than MTN, the multi-
national mobile company with a large footprint in
both Africa and the Middle East.

Besides sponsoring local dubs and
competitions, MTN jumped onto the football
bandwagon with title-sponsorship of the Africa
Cup of Nations. It is now the first and only
official African FIFA World Cup sponsor and
has embarked on a mission to derive global
exposure from its partnership.

MTN used the recent Confederations
Cup to test campaigns and systems that it
will activate for the big showpiece next June
including activations on the digital mobile front,
including the MTN Football portal and various
handset-based packages featuring near-live
scores, updates and exclusive behind-the-scenes
coverage of players and teams.

The company also embarked on an activation
strategy that saw it 'take the game to the people'
via mediums such as the eKasi TV - mobile TV
rigs which went to areas that were 'unreachable',
that the official Fan Parks won't reach. The
response has been positive, according to
the company.

Some experts questioned whether the tough
economic circumstances would force the

company to cut expenses in the run up to the
World Cup? The company is not having any of
this, and says it has integrated its sponsorship of
the World Cup into everyday business.

"The World Cup has allowed us to enter
into new markets that we would not have
been able to go into in the past," said Serarne
Taukobong, chief marketing officer at MTN.
"Even within South Africa there are markets
that would not have normally have watched local
football but they will be watching the World
Cup football with keen interest because of the
international factor."

MTN sees its World Cup partnership then
also as a unique opportunity to convert this
segment into followers of local domestic '
football, in which it sponsors several top
and first division teams and the MTN 8
Cup competition.

Another local company, First National
Bank (FNB) ,is a National Supporter of the
2010 World Cup and it has embarked on an
aggressive marketing campaign that includes
a World Cup TV programme, adverts with the
legendary Lucas Radebe, and the Countdown
Clock at major airports, sea ports and other
significant entry points into the country.

Applications for locally-bought tickets for
the event are made at FNB centres and since
November last year, the bank has been giving
hundreds of tickets away to new FNB account
holders. Whilst indications are that the likes of
MTN and FNB will enhance already established
reputations, the same cannot be guaranteed for
all official FIFA sponsors and suppliers.

There will be winners and losers, with data
split over whether international brands are
gaining any cut through.

Whether the likes of T-Mobile and Deutsche
Bank and other official FIFA partners actually

intend to gain exposure in the African market,
and whether they intend activate in the run up
to next June, will be determining factors. And
activation, says one expert, will need to be on-
the-ground, not merely via the media.

"Understanding the history, the people, the
opportunities and the structures [of the South
African market] means that sports marketing
agencies know how to act, when to act and what
deals make marketing and business sense," says
Neil Jankelowitz, CEO of Johannesburg-based
sport marketing firm MSC Sport. "

Some will be heeding this call, it appears. "I
don't believe there isn't a FIFA sponsor who will
not want to capture an emerging market, which
is quick to influence," said Sasha Muller, CEO,
Muller Marketing agency.

"Even the likes of Budweiser are looking
at establishing themselves in the market. Of
course the FIFA sponsors have already covered a
lot of ground in the South African market, such
as Coca-Cola and Visa.

"These established brands are well invested
in South Africa too. But perhaps the question
should more be where is the money from their
investment going?"

Part of the answer, according to Muller,
is for local companies to seek ties with these
global giants."South African businesses
and consumers must use these opportunities
to partner with and learn from global brands to
build a sustainable market moving forward."

"It is all about creation, creation, and more
creation," Jankelowitz adds. "Whether it is an
above-the-line campaign driven by a brand
ambassador, the creation of an event, or an
internal campaign to drive sales and staff
morale, the pitch is available, what you need to
do is walk onto it and put the ball in the back
of the net."



A TIME
FOR CHANGE

The 2010 FIFA World Cup has given an expected impetus to
South African domestic football, but the challenge will be

for the stakeholders to maintain the forward trajectory.

Orlando Pirates midfielder Benson
Mhlongo - Getty images Sport

AFRICAN PAY-TV giant
SuperSport International, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the MIH
Group, will televise the 2010 World
Cup across its Sub-Sahara African
footprint and state broadcaster
the South African Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC) will broadcast
the event domestically.

The dominant sports
broadcaster on the continent,
SuperSport, has broadcast the ICC
Cricket World Cup, IRB Rugby
World Cup, the IPL, UEFA Euro
2008 and the Beijing Olympics in
the past year or so, but it has also
notably delivered a much improved
product in its agreement with

South Africa's professional league,
the Premier Soccer League (PSL).

The deal, worth R1 billion
over five years, sees each of the
16 league clubs benefit from an
increased monthly fee of
R1 million per month, a significant
increase from the previous figure
of R400, 000 ($55,000) per
month. For the 2009-10 season,
SuperSport will broadcast 130 PSL
matches live, with an estimated
280 hours of coverage. A few
matches have been produced in
HD so far, with plans to increase
this number significantly. The
broadcaster has upped the number
of cameras at games (from as
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TO THE

As South Africa prepares to host Africa's first FIFA World Cup in 2010, the
SAIL Group is uniquely positioned to deliver this dream as a company at the
forefront of sports and entertainment marketing and innovation.

Since its inception in 1997, the SAIL Group has been a major role player in
the sports marketing arena, and made history when it was the first corporate
company to take equity stakes in South African sporting brands, in both
rugby and football.

In 2008, the Group acquired a 100% share in Exp Marketing, gaining access
to 18 offices working into 32 African countries and ensuring a dominant
footprint in sport and experiential marketing on the continent.

The group's FIFA World Cup focus is spearheaded by two joint ventures.
One, in which the group are part of a joint venture which acts as sales agent
for MATCH Hospitality AG (the exclusive worldwide rights holder for the
FIFA Hospitality Programme until 2014), and the other, in which the joint
venture company SAIL STADEFRANCE Operating Company has secured the
management contract leading up to, during and after the FIFA 2010 World
Cup for Greenpoint Stadium in Cape Town.

Through subsidiary SAIL Sport and Entertainment, the group has secured
the tender for the event management of the official fan park in the host city
of Mangaung (Bloemfontein). The group is also managing "My 2010 School
Adventure" the schools programme of the local organising committee.

With a stake in Edusport Travel, one of Africa's leading destination
management travel companies with experience ranging from the Olympic
Games to the 2009 Confederations Cup, the SAIL Group also offers tourists
a total destination management solution in terms of tickets, travel,
accommodation and extended stays and tours in South Africa to corporates
and individuals. The group also has capability and experience in arranging
ncentives, conferences and meetings around the World Cup. Edusport is one
rf the official Participating Tour Operators for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, and
lave also been appointed by Match Event Services as a DMC to operate the
official Durban Matchville base camp for 2010.

Due to the depth of experience and local networks, the group can arrange
raining camps and friendly matches for visiting teams prior to the
cournament. This experience has been borne out by successful visits to the
country by Manchester United, Tottenham Hotspur, and Manchester City as
part of the successful annual Vodacom Challenge Tournament promoted
and staged by the SAIL Group of companies.

The SAIL Group has successfully extended and capitalised on its value chain
nd has built a truly great team. And always it has been with the aim to
leliver on its core objective of bringing corporate brands to life in the hearts
of African supporters," said Brand de Villiers, Group CEO of the SAIL Group,
which remains well positioned to lead the South African sport's market into
010 and beyond.

Last year, MATCH Hospitality AG, appointed a joint venture company as
its exclusive sales agent for Sub-Saharan Africa for the Official Hospitality
Programmes of the FIFA Confederations Cup 2009 and the 2010 FIFA World
Cup South Africa™, acting under the MATCH Hospitality umbrella. The joint
venture company was formed by two of Africa's largest and most successful
sports marketing and hospitality groups including CIRCA Hospitality
(a SAIL Group company).

The Hospitality Programme offers the most exclusive and up-market way
in which to enjoy the games, and offers some of the best seats in the
stadiums, access to exclusive hospitality facilities, entertainment, catering
and bar. Guests can chose from 2 different package options: the Suite
Hospitality package which is the ultimate way in which to enjoy the games
and the FIFA Business Seats which offers the perfect package for those
who still want to watch the games at the stadium but in a more casual
environment.

The 2010 FIFA World Cup™ is less than a year away, and if your company has
not yet made plans to be part of the worlds' greatest football tournament
then why not take this opportunity to get on the ball? Don't be caught
off side by-rnissing out as the world's best teams battle for the ultimate
footballing trophy.

+27(0)11 944 7900 (Int)
0861 552010(SA)
www.fifa.com/hospitality
sales@match-hospitality.com
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"For domestic football in South Africa the important

question is whether there is quantifiable,, tangible change

in the long-term development at club level."

few as four to as many as 16 per
match) and introduced PSL-specific
programming via several club and
league orientated shows.

The confidence shown in the
domestic game by SuperSport has
led sponsors to fall over themselves
to become associated with the
league. Sponsorship increased
from under Rioo million to over
R23O million over the last season.

The League also bagged millions
more as Eurosport acquired
broadcast rights for a live derby
match between Orlando Pirates
and Kaizer Chiefs, beamed out to
43 European countries in a deal
described by FIFA as "the perfect
business card for South Africa."
The move was designed to kick-
start an interest in South African
domestic football in the European
TV market. While this has not
materialised just yet, the initiatives
are at least flowing.

The success of the partnership
between Supersport and the PSL has
been a relatively recent thing. The
business model behind SuperSport's
involvement has not always been
clear, but is beginning to bear fruit.

The company has altered its
programming packages to include
the lower income groups and sales
for a new low-cost package, the
DSTv Compact, which includes
PSL programming, have been
steadily gaining ground.

SuperSport brings in further
PSL revenues from the SABC,
which acquired sub-licensing rights
for a quota of PSL matches.

The South Africa national team
rights remain with the SABC, but
the contract with the SAFA ends
after the World Cup, and talks over a
new deal are due to begin early next
year. SAFA officials have reportedly
already approached SuperSport
to explore the possibility of a co-
operation, although the country's
listed events legislation would
preclude any exclusive deal.

For SuperSport CEO, Imtiaz
Patel, there is no question that
Bafana matches should be available

on free-to-air television, but he
does not rule out the possibility
of his company stepping in if the
opportunity arises.

Perhaps the biggest challenge
facing SuperSport is to make
sure that the market maintains
and even improves on its level
of interest in the televised local
game. Competition for the hearts
and minds of the target viewership
obviously comes in the shape of
the UEFA Champions League and
the English Premier League. Of
the top 10 2008-09 live fixtures
broadcast, five were PSL matches,
whilst the other five were Champions
League and EPL matches.

For the PSL the important
question is whether there is
quantifiable, tangible change in the
long-term development at club level.

It is great to have much higher
revenues flowing into the league
and clubs, but is the proper use of
such benefits that will determine
whether South African professional
football will be able to compete on
all levels with the 'big leagues' long
after the World Cup has gone.

The challenge for the PSL will
be to ensure its member clubs have
well-structured administration
infastructures, development
programmes and commercial
enterprises. Many will have the
benefit of brand new, modern stadia
after the world Cup, an advantage
that most have not enjoyed in the
past, often having to moving home
matches between several stadia.

Key to development of the PSL
product, will be what measures
are taken to get the 1980's 1990's
crowds back into these new stadia.
There is a need for strategic
planning if the momentum
established from the 2009-10
season and the World Cup is to be
maintained into the 2010-11 season.

If the PSL, with the help of
Supersport and its sponsor partners
can find positive answers to the
above questions, it will ensure a
true legacy for the domestic game
from the 2010 World Cup.
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MOBILE NATION
If the World Cup in South Africa presents an immense
opportunity for football and the broadcast market, the
same is true on the mobile and online fronts.

FOR MOBILE, EXPERTS are
already anticipating a massive
increase in subscriber numbers
across the African continent as
fans seek ways of being kept
abreast of events from home and
work in real time.

US-based research group
JBB Research said it expects the
advertising industry to engage
incrementally with the platform
in the run up to, and during
the finals.

In particular, the group said it
expects User Generated Content
(UGC) on platforms such as
Facebook and MXit to be a key
driver. "This market is expected
to grow to 24 million users and
$476 million in revenue by 2013
from its current 14.2 million
customers," the report said.

JBB did however warn that
South Africa needs to come up
with ways to lessen the high
price of multimedia-enabled
handsets.

However the eagerness to
claim the mobile space is already
leading to conflict between the
country's two biggest operators,
MTN and Vodacom. Vodacom
is official sponsor of the South
African Football Association
(SAFA) and in effect sponsor
of Bafana Bafana, the national
team, while MTN is an Official
Local FIFA sponsor.

Vodafone-owned Vodacom
recently took MTN to court over
what the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA) later termed as

'ambush marketing' - imitation
and creating confusion as
to who officially sponsors
Bafana Bafana.

MTN had initially placed a
range of adverts in the print
media which read: "Turning
young men into Bafana Bafana".

On the domestic football
front, things have developed
rather more slowly in terms of
the mobile offering. The Premier
Soccer League (PSL) granted its
mobile rights to PA Sport South
Africa, whilst Kaizer Chiefs,
one of the country's leading
clubs recently launched its
mobile strategy.

The recent launch of the
Seacom cable that runs from
France to Durban, via the east
Coast of Africa, is expected
to change the face of the
internet in South Africa. It will
allow high bandwidth during
the 2010 World Cup and is
expected to see the price of
an internet connection drop,
providing access to a far greater
number of people and from
demographics that have so
far been unable to access the
internet. And in South Africa,
that is most football fans.

Perhaps as a result of this
current disconnect, most Cup
competition or League sponsors
do not actively interact with
the fans on the internet, and if
they do, the communication is
not yet as sophisticated as in
other markets.
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